
CITY�OF�PORTLAND�Ͳ�CAMP�CLEANUP�PROJECT�REPORT

TAG�#� TAG�#
2172654 2172683
2172803 2172851

TYPE�OF�PROPERTY QUANTITY COLOR ITEM

Autos/Auto�Parts 6 black tires
Hand�Tools 1 brown rake
Toy 1 red/blue scooter
Container 1 grey tool�box
Bike 1 re/silver bike
Clothing� 2 black sandals
Personal�item 1 black� wallet
Legal�Docs 1 white Inmate�card
Personal�item 6 white papers
Cooking�items 1 rust grate
Other 1 red� fire�extinguisher

Hand�Tools 1 rust pliers
Container 1 blue bag
Utensils 9 silver silverware
Container 2 black/grey� luggage
Container 1 blue milk�crate
Cooking�items 3 various plates
Cooking�items 12 various cook�ware
Cooking�items 1 red pot
BrickͲaͲbrac 6 various knickͲknacks
Chair� 1 blue camp�chair
Other 1 blues geode
Container 1 yellow�red 1
Toy 1 grey RC�car
Toy 1 grey joystick

Toy 1 grey� game�controller

Toy 1 yellow�� Elmo�Toy
Toy 1 white mirrors
Toy 1 various trian�set
Other 1 purple helmet
Container 1 white cooler

CITY�OF�PORTLAND
CAMP�CLEANUP�PROJECT�REPORT

FOUND�PROPERTY�INVENTORY

NARRATIVE
Write�a�chronological�narrative�regarding�the�circumstances�of�the�clean�up�and�the�found�property.�

CAMP�LOCATION

BES�01 Tuesday,�May�13,�2014
TOTAL�CAMP�CLEANUP�HOURS HAZARDOUS�MATERIAL�FOUND�
4 no

LATITUDE

CAMPSITES�IDENTIFED
NAME NUMBER�OF�CAMPERS DESCRIPTION

0

2 Dishes,�utensils�and�other�items.
Assorted�toys�and�electronics.

DESCRIPTION/NOTES

including�wheels

child's�stand�up�scooter
wooden

handtool�box�
Mongoose�brand,�serial�#CA30450391,�no�seat�or�back�wheel
rubber�slip�sandals�
mens�trifold,�inidentifiable�branding
Clackamas�County�Jail:�Victor�Luis�Sielski
folded�and�wheathered,�unidentifiable�(in�wallet)
square�cooking�grate

East�of�8729�SE�Malden�St.�Portland,�Oregon,�972

PROPERTY�COLLECTED

Camp�Site�1 Old�Camper�and�pile�of�garbage.
Camp�site�2 2

(INSERT�MAP�HERE)�

EVIDENCE�TOTES
TOTE�# DESCRIPTION/NOTES

Camp�site�3 0 Shopping�cart�and�pile�of�garbage.

SITE�MAP

Small�wooden�shack�and�assorted�items.

1

ADDRESS,�CROSS�STREET,�OR�BLOCK�NUMBER�(WHERE�APPLICABLE)

GENERAL�INFORMATION

TASK�ORDER�NUMBER DATE�RECEIVED

PROJECT�NAME DATE TIME
Malden�St.�Camp 9:00Thursday,�May�15,�2014

LONGITUDE TOTAL�SURFACE�AREA
N45.467643 WͲ122.572745 5000

Standard�ABC�extinguisher
neelde�nose
grocery�style,�empty,�Century�21�branding
3�forks,�3�knives,�3�spoons
Roller�suitcases,�Seven�Star�and�Embark�Brands
standard�cube�style
small�plates
various�plastic,�metal,�and�glass�containers
small�pot
various�figurines�and�glass�decorative�pieces
folding�style,�MAC�brand
suvenior�style�geode
PVC�childrens�toy�bag�tote
car�and�remote�broken,�in�pieces�
Sabre�brand

small�handheld�cooler

Microsoft�brand

Elmo�airplane�baby�toy
baby�toy,�three�mirrors�on�a�ring
childrens�train�set
bike�helmet
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Dirk VanderHart




Full Narrative for Malden St. Camp – cleanup on Wed, May 14, 2014 
 
On May 14, 2014, at approximately 0800 hours, Pacific Patrol Services Officer Kamon Bryck and I arrived 
at 8729 SE Malden St. Portland, Oregon, 97266. We staged our service vehicle near the garage of the 
adjacent abandon house in a safe location and awaited the arrival of Bureau Representative Eli Callison, 
Portland Police Bureau Neighborhood Response Team (NRT) officers, and Multnomah County Sheriffs 
inmate crew.  
 
At approximately 0816 hours, MCSO Officer Brian Flannigan and the inmate crew arrived. I directed 
them that NRT Officers and Callison were on their way, and that we were not to approach the camp(s) 
until NRT had a chance to clear the camps and the adjacent abandon house of any persons or illegal 
activity.  
At approximately 0825 hours, Callison arrived and we made contact.  
 
At approximately 0826 hours, Pacific Patrol Services Vice President Jon Behrends arrived.  
 
At approximately 0831 hours, East Precinct NRT Officers Heart, Joe Young, and Robert Brown arrived.  
 
After briefing with Callison, they cleared the abandon house finding no persons inside, and then 
facilitated contacting a contractor to re-board up the house.  
 
NRT officers then cleared the camps finding the following campers still present: 
o One female adult, white, approximately 30 years old, approximately 5’6’’, 110 lbs. long brown hair, 
unknown eye color 
o One male adult, white, approximately 50 years old, approximately 5’8’’, 180 lbs. short white hair and 
beard, unknown eye color 
 
NRT officers and Callison collected their names, then went through the exclusion process with them and 
informed them in substance that they had a reasonable amount of time to collect any property they 
wanted to take with them. Callison designated an area under a tree near the abandon house as a “safe 
area” for them to collect the belongs. He also made arrangements as they had stated that the would 
return later for the rest of their items under the tree.  
 
Officer Bryck and I unfolded a tarp and designated as the location for inventorying any found personal 
property. We also surveyed the camps and took some initial photos.  
 
Officer Bryck and I then became surveying and photographing the camps. We identified three separate 
camps which we established in order of progression heading west on what would be SE Malden St. as 
campsite 1 (western most camp near an abandon in-bed truck camper system; Campsite 2 an 
established wooden structure in the middle position of the three which the male and female mentioned 
above verbally identified as their camp, and Campsite 3, furthest east of the three behind some down 
branches which separated Campsite 2 and Campsite 3.  
 
Officer Bryck and I then directed the inmate crew that they could begin by clearing some of the trash 
surrounding campsite one, while we pulled out all pieces of personal property mentioned above for 
Campsite 1.  
 



We then removed a tarp which was covering the majority of items in Campsite 1. We found a large pile 
consisting mainly of wet clothing and old bits of food and other perishable items, including two capped 
hypodermic needles and one non-needle type syringe, which the inmate crew disposed of in their rigid 
sharps container. We identified the entire pile as infected with mold and mildew by the distinct smell 
upon uncovering the tarp. We deemed the tarp itself and the pile under it all wet and hazardous and 
had the inmate crew dispose of it accordingly. We the acquired photos of the property and the general 
area for Campsite 1.  
 
Officer Bryck and I then moved to Campsite 2. By this time the male and female mentioned above had 
moved most of their property to their safe area under the tree. At this time they verbally confirmed with 
Callison in front of Behrends, Officer Bryck, and I, that they would be finished soon, and once done, 
would be officially abandoning the rest of the property. Callison verbally made sure that they 
understood our policy for disposing of any property specifically relinquished by the owner(s). Both 
persons verbally confirmed that they understood and again confirmed that they would verbally let us 
know when they were done removing their personal property and once they did so, everything 
remaining would be specifically relinquished.  
 
During this process, I asked if they were going to keep the red and silver Mongoose bike identified 
above. The female verbally informed me that the bike was not theirs. I then photographed the bike. I 
then had Officer Bryck take the bike over the tarp to be logged and tagged as found personal property. A 
few minutes later the male and female verbally informed us that they were done removing their 
property. I then directed the inmate crew to begin cleaning Campsite 2, but specifically not to start on 
Campsite 3 until we removed all found personal property.  
 
Officer Bryck and I then moved to Campsite 3, which consisted of a large pile of boxed and bagged 
items, a foam mattress, a small cooking area, and a blue trash can full of what appeared to clearly be 
infested trash. We examined the mattress to find it soaking wet, smelling of mold, and infested with 
beetles, centipedes, and other insects. We deemed the mattress contaminated and the inmate crew 
later disposed of it. 
 
Officer Bryck then titled a plastic container full of items and trash to examine its contents. Several 
gallons of vomit spilled out the container and Bryck and I immediately retreated to the safe location 
until the majority of the liquid had been soaked up by the ground. We deemed the entire container and 
its contents contaminated. The inmate crew later disposed of them.   
 
We also identified a shopping cart full of visibly wet items--mainly consisting of clothes, and smelling of 
mold. We deemed the entire cart and all items in it as contaminated, except for one of the utensil knives 
which was on the lower portion of the cart (see photos) and able to not contaminated by the mold. 
Officer Bryck later moved the knife to the tarp to be logged and tagged. We then identified the folding 
camp chair and luggage on the outskirts of the pile and moved those items to the tarp to be tagged and 
inventoried.  
 
At approximately 1000 hours, the inmate crew needed to leave because their dumpster was full. Officer 
Bryck and I took the time to inventory all found property thus far. Behrends and Callison left during this 
time.  
 
At approximately 1140 hour, in inmate crew returned, and began deconstructing the wooden structure 
in Campsite 2. 



CITY�OF�PORTLAND�Ͳ�CAMP�CLEANUP�PROJECT�REPORT

TAG�#� TAG�#
N/A N/A

TYPE�OF�PROPERTY QUANTITY COLOR ITEM CAMPSITE

Personal�item 1 blue�&�black Bosu�Mound #1

Bike 4 black Bike�tires #1
Personal�item 1 brown Wood�Stool #2
Personal�item 1 black Pet�Cage #2

Bike 1 Red�&�Grey Bike�frame #5

LONGITUDE TOTAL�SURFACE�AREA
N45.478646

GENERAL�INFORMATION

TASK�ORDER�NUMBER DATE�RECEIVED

PROJECT�NAME DATE TIME
Springwater�Wetlands�Corridor�Foster�Wetlands 0800�hours5/21/2014

WͲ122.5457915 10,000�square�feet

CAMP�LOCATION

BESͲ01

NAME DATE
REPORTING�CLEANERS

n/a

PROPERTY�COLLECTED
TOTE�#

n/a

Camp�1 Open�camp�with�personal�belongings,�personal�garbage,�wet�sleeping�materials,�bike�frame�and�tires.
Camp�2 0

J

Camp�3 0 1�Tent�with�mold�hanging�from�the�inside.�Surrounded�by�wet�and�molded�personal�belongings�and�garbage.��

SITE�MAP

Tuesday,�May�13,�2014
TOTAL�CAMP�CLEANUP�HOURS HAZARDOUS�MATERIAL�FOUND�
5.50�hours Yes

LATITUDE

CITY�OF�PORTLAND
CAMP�CLEANUP�PROJECT�REPORT

FOUND�PROPERTY�INVENTORY

NARRATIVE
Write�a�chronological�narrative�regarding�the�circumstances�of�the�clean�up�and�the�found�property.�
On�May�21,�2014,�at�approximately�0800�hours,�I�arrived�with�Nathan�Nakasone�at�the�Springwater�Corridor�Trail�Foster�Wetlands.�We�staged�at�the�trail�enter�at�SE�111th�Street.�

At�approximately�0815�hrs�Eli�Callison�with�BES�arrived.�We�cooridnated�plans�for�the�opening�to�the�trail,erecting�safety�markers�in�and�around�the�work�area�and�arrival�of�the�Multnomah�
County�Inmate��Crew�and�dumpster.

At�approximately�0825hrs,�Eli�vacated�the�cleanͲup�while�Nakasone�and�I�began�to�photograph�and�identify�found�property.�Nakasone�and�I�also�set�up�a�large�blue�tarp�at�the�edge�of�the�
campsites�and�identified�it�as�the�inventory�area�for�any�found�personal�property.�

At�approximately�0830hrs�Two�Deputy�Sherriff's�arrived�with�additional�inmates,�followed�by�the�delivery�of�a�dumpster�at�approximately�0840�hrs.�

At�approximately�0900hrs�the�inmate�crews�began�removing�property�from�the�campsites.�At�approximately�1017hrs�another�Sherriff�arrived�with�a�3�person�inmate�crew�followed�by�another�
Sherriff��and�2�more�inmates�at�1105hrs.�

CAMPSITES�IDENTIFED
NAME NUMBER�OF�CAMPERS DESCRIPTION

n/a

n/a
n/a

Camp�4

Metal�animal�cage(3ft�x�2ft�x�2ft)(Made�by�Petmate)
Kolo�(Made�by�Huffy)�mens�mountain�bike�frame�with�shock�and�24�inch�wheels�and�tires�
attached.�

DESCRIPTION/NOTES

ADDRESS,�CROSS�STREET,�OR�BLOCK�NUMBER�(WHERE�APPLICABLE)

0 Open�area�with�3�wet�foam�sleeping�materials�and�a�molded�camp�cooler.�
Camp�5 0 Open�area�with�2�wet�sleeping�bags,�wet�clothing�and�garbage.�

Imbedded�in�a�tree�patch�with�a�pet�cage,�totes�full�of�wet�belongings,�wet�sleeping�materials�and�personal�garbage.
0

EVIDENCE�TOTES
TOTE�# DESCRIPTION/NOTES
No�Totes�Needed

Blue�with�a�Black�bottom.�Rubber�exercise�mound.(�1/4�of�A�large�exercise�ball),

2Ͳ�26�inch,�1Ͳ16�inch�and�1Ͳ12�inch�bike�tires.� n/a

N/A

brown�wooden�step�stool(appr.�24�inches�tall)(Made�by�Mainstays)
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CITY�OF�PORTLAND�Ͳ�CAMP�CLEANUP�PROJECT�REPORT

TAG�#� TAG�#
n/a n/a

TYPE�OF�PROPERTY QUANTITY COLOR ITEM DESCRIPTION/NOTES
�������������� (None)

LATITUDE

SE�110th�Dr�and�SE�Foster�Rd

PROPERTY�COLLECTED
TOTE�#

CITY�OF�PORTLAND
CAMP�CLEANUP�PROJECT�REPORT

FOUND�PROPERTY�INVENTORY

CAMP�LOCATION

BES�Ͳ�03 Tuesday,�May�20,�2014
TOTAL�CAMP�CLEANUP�HOURS HAZARDOUS�MATERIAL�FOUND�
1.5 no

Kamon�Bryck 6/24/2014

NARRATIVE
Write�a�chronological�narrative�regarding�the�circumstances�of�the�clean�up�and�the�found�property.�
Upon�arrival,�Brad�Kirschner�and�I�met�with�BES�contact�Eli�Callison,�Multnomah�County�Inmate�Crew,�and�Portland�Police�NRT�Officers.�The�campers�had�friends�with�a�truck�loading�up�large�
pieces�of�personal�property�from�their�camp.�After�Callison�and�NRT�officers�contacted�the�camps,�Callison�made�the�decision�to�cancel�the�clean�up,�and�arranged�with�the�campers�to�remove�all�
personal�property,�allowing�them�to�do�so�for�the�rest�of�the�day�on�the�condition�that�they�would�be�gone�tomorrow.�Callison�confirmed�verbally�with�the�campers�that�all�personal�property�left�
after�today�would�be�officially�relinquished�by�them.�After�debreifing�with�all�parties,�we�left�the�area.�

NAME DATE
REPORTING�CLEANERS

Camp�site�1 multiperson�campsite,�down�the�trail�head�entry�on�SW�Foster�St.�

(INSERT�MAP�HERE)�

EVIDENCE�TOTES
TOTE�# DESCRIPTION/NOTES
n/a

CAMPSITES�IDENTIFED
NAME NUMBER�OF�CAMPERS DESCRIPTION

Unknown

n/a

CAMPSITE

SITE�MAP

GENERAL�INFORMATION

TASK�ORDER�NUMBER DATE�RECEIVED

PROJECT�NAME DATE TIME
Brookside�Wetlands 8:00Friday,�May�23,�2014

LONGITUDE TOTAL�SURFACE�AREA
N�45.476371 W�Ͳ122.545242 2000
ADDRESS,�CROSS�STREET,�OR�BLOCK�NUMBER�(WHERE�APPLICABLE)
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CITY�OF�PORTLAND�Ͳ�CAMP�CLEANUP�PROJECT�REPORT

TYPE�OF�PROPERTY QUANTITY COLOR ITEM DESCRIPTION/NOTES
n/a n/a n/a n/a

CAMPSITES�IDENTIFED
NAME NUMBER�OF�CAMPERS DESCRIPTION

LONGITUDE TOTAL�SURFACE�AREA
N45�Degrees�32'03.8'' WͲ�122�Degrees�38'27.7" 0
LATITUDE

n/a
SITE�MAP

GENERAL�INFORMATION

TASK�ORDER�NUMBER DATE�RECEIVED

PROJECT�NAME DATE TIME
Windscape 0730�hoursTuesday,�April�29,�2014

ADDRESS,�CROSS�STREET,�OR�BLOCK�NUMBER�(WHERE�APPLICABLE)

NAME DATE
REPORTING�CLEANERS

(none) n/a

n/an/a
CAMPSITE

(none)

CITY�OF�PORTLAND
CAMP�CLEANUP�PROJECT�REPORT

FOUND�PROPERTY�INVENTORY

Nathan�Nakasone 6/24/2014

NARRATIVE
Write�a�chronological�narrative�regarding�the�circumstances�of�the�clean�up�and�the�found�property.�
Upon�arrival�Jon�Behrends�and�I�observed�that�there�was�no�camp�to�clean.�Multnomah�County�Inmate�Crew�then�removed�some�miscellaneous�trash�items�within�the�Windscape.�We�debriefed�
with�NRT�officers,�Bureau�Contact�Jody�Yates,�and�Multnomah�County�inmate�crew,�and�then�left.

CAMP�LOCATION

PBOTͲ06 Monday,�June�02,�2014
TOTAL�CAMP�CLEANUP�HOURS HAZARDOUS�MATERIAL�FOUND�
2 no

PROPERTY�COLLECTED
TOTE�#
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